
Dear Harvest Partner,
Good news! In the very short future we will be opening up a new web site to implement more of Brother Frisby’s end

time Capstone Message. All of the wonderful sermons that were preached in the Capstone Church, I will be releasing many of
them on the web site and to be downloaded freely. This will certainly help all of our partners, especially our foreign partners. We
are printing the Special Writing books in three languages now: Dutch, Polish and French. – This month I have a very
important message from Brother Frisby’s library. With all the breaking news showing that our government is truly spying on its
citizens, also a new biotechnology for mapping and marking people is appearing like the speed of light. In this letter Brother Frisby
pin points the events to come. And now Neal Frisby’s Capstone Message.

“Since the birth of Christ the most important event in all history is getting closer by the hour! The coming of the Lord
Jesus for His body of believers! The signs are all around us, each day prophecy is fulfilling in very convincing ways. Daily a
person can read the Bible and the Scripts and see prophecy fulfilling in the news reports.”

“According to our prophecy, terrorism and lawlessness would increase in the Mediterranean and Middle East and the United
States.  Some hostile Arab Nations are behind much of the murdering and terrorism. These types of men are actually
forerunning and promoting a world dictator! For it is out of crises, terrorism and lawlessness that will bring the anti-Christ
into power. And out of some of the same crises he and his henchmen create, he will gain power and try to settle them through
peace, while treachery is going on! We will see more of this in worldwide events.”

“Remember the prophetic vision, the mist settling over the Middle East and the moon rising in blood. And a shadowy figure
who was causing trouble already and would bring more bloodshed to the Middle East!” – “I believe the anti-Christ is alive today,
but not yet revealed personally, and will be behind many more crises! He will work underneath in the economy, wars and
governmental overthrows! Then he will begin to emerge with his plans of peace as a real hero in solving global problems. He
will bring them out of economic chaos, will increase world trade. He will reveal his great plans of peace. He will gain the
admiration and support of world leaders! The deceiving thing about this is, the world will believe he has the answer to their
problems! But underneath he is the very son of perdition and a satanic prince enters him to rule the world for a short
period!”

“The reason the Holy Spirit is giving so much warning concerning this is that it is getting nearer to its revelation! The
foundation of all of this is being laid now and just a little later on events will move swiftly and suddenly into place. What we do
for Christ in the harvest work we must do quickly!” – “As global population increases, many changes in society, economics,
food, buying and selling will occur. New laws will be implemented. Plus vast structural changes of the world will take place! We
will be moving into an unbelievable age of science and technology. The fantasy world that the Scripts predicted is on its way! We
are headed for a global change because of electronic and new inventions. By electronic means and computers everything on this
earth will be carefully screened and controlled for dictatorship! Remember the Bible stated that people would be asleep during
this time and unaware of the ‘net being formed’ around them! (Luke 21:35-36) In fact the Lord is going to allow a worldwide
upheaval and dynamic change to occur! Also our past Scripts give more information on some of these subjects!”

“Remember in the last days the anti-Christ will actually work with the United States of America. He will control the economic
world. He will set in the Jewish Temple claiming he is God, and that he is the fulfillment of prophecy to them as their Messiah!
Dan. 11:36-38, “He will exalt himself over all, he shall practice and prosper and by peace he shall destroy many. His power
shall be mighty, but not by his own power! His power is from satan! Dan. 38:36-40 will reveal much of his character!” And
Rev. chap. 13, the anti-Christ and the false prophet who will rule at the end of the age! These predictions will definitely take
place!” – A few added events that we will see in the future: More lawlessness of the nations and men, more peace conferences,
national distress, perplexities, violence, sexual crimes! Jesus predicted this would occur in our age. “Prophecy is true and marches
on. It’s high time to awake! So we see that it will be wickedness as in the days of Noah, erratic weather patterns, more devilish
doctrines and witchcraft will be on the rise, lukewarm Christians and apostasy on every side! And at the same time a great
outpouring is, and more coming upon the real believer!” “In the Scriptures it says, ‘Behold I come quickly, surely I come
quickly.’ Paul says it will be in a moment in the twinkling of an eye! Let us all be alert, watching and praying! These Scriptures
also mean the last event will take place swiftly and suddenly like a snare and a surprise to the inhabitants of the earth!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a Special Writing called “The Last Prophecies of the Bible” and a dynamic DVD called “Water,
Fire and Thunder.” – This month remember our web site project. It will be a wonderful blessing for those who help. May Jesus
bless and prosper you in the days ahead.

                                                                 Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “Water, Fire and Thunder”
“Winds of Fire” Also available: “The Youth”
“New Things”                                                                                                    ($20.00 donation each)
“The Greater Works”
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